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Control aversion -- the urge to rebel against control over one's decisions -- can be explained by
connectivity between two regions of the brain as well as behavioral measures of distrust and
lack of understanding.
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The urge to rebel against control over one's decisions is associated with the connectivity between parietal
and frontal brain regions (shown in color). The stronger the synchronous activation was in these regions,
the more likely were the participants to show defiant behavior
Credit: Sarah Rudorf
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Control aversion -- the urge to rebel against control over one's decisions -- can be
explained by connectivity between two regions of the brain as well as behavioral
measures of distrust and lack of understanding, according to a study of university
students published in JNeurosci.
Individual differences in control aversion are well-documented and can interfere with important decisions, such
as whether or not to vaccinate a child. To understand what drives these differences, Sarah Rudorf, Daria
Knoch, and colleagues had participants play a game in which they divided money between themselves and
another player, who could decide to restrict the participant's choice by asking for a minimum amount.
Participants were informed that they would be compensated based on a randomly selected trial.
Connectivity between the parietal lobule and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex predicted the average difference in
the chosen allocation level between the free choice and controlled conditions. Control aversion was also
predicted by participants' reported feelings about the other player's trust in them and understanding of the
other player's request for a minimum amount of money. By combining a social decision-making task with real
consequences, this neuroimaging research provides new insight into the influence of choice restriction on
personal decisions.
Story Source:
Materials provided by Society for Neuroscience. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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Multiregional Brain on a Chip

Jan. 13, 2017 — A multiregional brain-on-a-chip that models the connectivity between three distinct regions of
the brain has been revealed by researchers. The in vitro model was used to extensively characterize the ...
read more 
Talk About Yourself on Social Media?
Mar. 7, 2016 — A network of brain regions involved in self-disclosure on Facebook has been determined by a
team of researchers. In the first study to examine the intrinsic functional connectivity of the brain in ...
read more 
Readers With Dyslexia Have Disrupted Network Connections in the Brain, Map the Circuitry of Dyslexia Shows
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Aug. 28, 2014 — Dyslexia, the most commonly diagnosed learning disability in the United States, is a
neurological reading disability that occurs when the regions of the brain that process written language don't ...
read more 
Training the Brain Using Neurofeedback

Jan. 21, 2014 — A new brain-imaging technique enables people to "watch" their own brain activity in real time
and to control or adjust function in predetermined brain regions. The study is the first to demonstrate ...
read more 
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